
Our technology is the first reason that 
manufacturers choose DATRON. 
Our people are a close second.

DATRON  
Technical Consultation 
and Service

Customer Service
Smart Manufacturing Solutions



Fact:

The first DATRON machine was installed 
in North America over 20 years ago ... 
and it is still producing quality parts.

DATRON  
Technical Consultation 
and Service

Customer Service

Applications Support 

Service Support

In 1995, DATRON installed its first machine in North America. That machine is still in operation. 
Why? Because our German Engineered equipment is designed to last. But we’re not going to tell 
you that our machines never break … all machines do. What we will tell you, is that we have a 
support team that is dedicated to helping our customers to get the most out of their investment. 
Higher precision. More capability. Increased efficiency. Improved milling results. Faster cycle 
times. Greater savings. And yes, longer machine life.



Applications Support

Training/advanced training

Accessories & add-onsMachine modification/retrofit

Spare parts

Preventative maintenance

Reliable, friendly, competent.
Support that helps you leverage the full power of your machine.

Customer Service

Machine issue? Call Service at 603.215.5870 Need to schedule training? Call Customer Service at 603.215.5880

Nobody knows your parts better than you do, but sometimes an outside perspective can help you 
get the most out of your process. That’s why we have a team of applications experts to help optimize 
your production with: 

DATRON machines last a long time. During that time, you may change projects or even operators. 
Our Customer Service team is dedicated to helping you get the most out of your investment with:

Service Support
Our service team is here to support you during installation, training, and for the life of your 
machine. When you have questions or issues, you’ll get prompt attention. This includes:

Spindle exchange service

Logistics & machine shipping

On-site service

Telephone diagnostics Machine training

Software consultation

CAD/CAM programming

Existing process optimization 

New process development

Application engineering

Custom workholding design

Software updates

Machine installation



Exceptional equipment. Exceptional support.
It takes both to deliver the goods!

How you benefit from DATRON:

Qualified  
Seasoned technicians with many years of practical  
experience and ongoing in-house training ensure  
DATRON quality in the field. As a result, you will get 
sound, expert consulting and any support need that  
arises will be addressed quickly and skillfully.

Timely  
We have several locations nationwide and maintain a  
comprehensive parts inventory to ensure that we have 
what you need … when you need it. User-changeable parts 
can be shipped overnight or in advance of a scheduled 
service visit to maximize machine up-time. 

Friendly and reliable 
If you have a service requirement, our Hotline is your 
first course of action. With remote diagnostics we can 
quickly make a diagnosis and determine the best  
solution. In most cases, issues can be resoved  
without an on-site service call.

Cost-effective  
The most modern information technology enables us to 
perform remote diagnostics for the quickest and most 
cost-effective issue resolution.

 

Customer Service — Get the full power out of your machine:

Machine retrofitting
The modular structure of DATRON milling machines 
makes conversion and retrofitting easy. You can 
reconfigure your machine to be optimized for new 
tasks with new clamping technology, 4 or 5 axis 
hardware, or even a more powerful spindle.

Software updates
The DATRON control software is constantly being 
further developed and improved. Keep your machine 
up-to-date and increase your productivity with  
software updates and the installation of new  
program functions. 

Accessories & add-ons
Part of what makes DATRON equipment so unique is 
the extensive line-up of accessories available to im-
prove the capability and efficiency of your process. 
Customer Service can advise you on what’s available 
and how you can benefit. German engineering: it’s 
always amazing to see what they’ll think of next.

Maintenance programs
Ongoing machine maintnenance ensures the preci-
sion and efficiency of your DATRON milling machine 
long-term, and keeps your production quality at the 
highest standard. Our technicians will maintain your 
machine at regular intervals to avoid unexpected 
downtime, and maintain process stability. 

New operator training
DATRON machines last a long … long time. Years 
from now, you may not have the machine operator 
that was trained when we installed your machine. 
So, we offer new operator training on-site at your 
location to get the new guy (or gal) up to speed.

Advanced machine training
There’s a lot to take in when we first install your  
DATRON. After months of operation and getting 
familiar with the machine you may have some new 
questions or even new projects. We offer advanced 
training to help get you to the next level. Can’t  
take your machine out of production? Come to  
our technology center and we’ll train you here.



Our experience. Your success.
Dedicated consultation and advanced production optimization.

Application Support — Optimizing your production:

Application engineering
In the fast-paced world of manufacturing, our 
customers are faced with new, unique challenges 
and often an outside perspective is the best way 
to achieve their goals. We’re up to the task. Our 
applications team is exposed to a wide spectum of 
applications everyday. Let us help make a difference 
in bringing your ideas to life.

Process optimization
Modern manufacturing is more and more about the 
integration and optimization of various production 
steps into a smooth and controlled process. Our 
experience in a wide range of industries allows us 
to think “outside the box”. So, whether it’s flexible 
short-run production, or automated high-volume 
production, we can help to streamline processes and 
maximize efficiency.

Research & development
Our machine can make your part better and faster. 
You may even know that … but sometimes you just 
have to see it. That’s why we offer paid research and 
development services where we program and cut 
your part on a DATRON machine. A pristine part in 
your hand and a detailed application report help you 
determine what your return on investment will be.

Custom workholding design
We serve the world’s premiere manufacturers in very 
diverse industries. As a result, we’ve been called 
on to design workholding systems to secure almost 
every imaginable shape and size during the milling 
process. Bring us your challenge.

Software consultation
From CAD/CAM software to the DATRON machine 
control software, our experts can advise you and 
help you to maximize production performance. 
Through optimization you can achieve better quality, 
superior surface finish and huge reductions in cycle 
time – all of which give you a competitive advantage.

Service Support — We'll take care of it:

Machine installation  
Customers count on us to coordinate a quick and 
smooth installation of their new system — including 
precise levelling and calibration. Years of experience 
and hundreds of installations provide the knowhow 
to safely deliver and set up your milling machine ... 
even in the tightest of spaces.

Logistics & shipping
We have a range of shipping options to be selected 
at the time of purchase. From there, leave everything 
to us. We’ll make sure things go smoothly.

Spindle exchange program
Knowing that the time required for spindle repair 
impacts both the production and throughput of our 
customers, we have developed a spindle exchange 
program where replacement spindles are delivered, 
in most cases, within 24 hours. 

Machine training
Initial operator training is done at your location on 
your machine. By the time we pack up and leave, you 
will be successfully cutting parts and making money. 
Reinforcement, new operator, or advanced training 
can be scheduled at any time by calling Customer 
Service (see back cover for contact info).

Telephone diagnostics
Call our free hotline with any questions you  
have about your machining system; weekdays  
between 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. EST. We employ a 
staff of service technicians that are ready to take 
your call. We pride ourselves on a timely response 
and the industry’s fastest issue resolution.



Learn More:

Want to learn more about our customers and  
what they have to say about DATRON?

Just scan the code below.

DATRON  
Customer Testimonials

“Mr. King, I cannot express how much you and your organization impressed me today. It’s  
obvious that you treat your customers like partners rather than customers.  Please accept  
my gratitude and pass it on to your people.”
— Jim Rabbia, Plant Manager, Remington Arms Company, Inc.

“We just purchased an MLCube from DATRON and being new to this type of equipment had our 
concerns about getting into production quickly. Quite honestly, we were shocked at the high level 
of support offered by the DATRON staff. Within a week of arrival on site we were up and running 
full production. You won’t find a more customer service oriented company than DATRON.”
— Glen Burston, P.Eng., M.Eng., Operations Manager, Hudson Boat Works

“DATRON’s excellent application engineering and service-oriented approach made it easy to  
transition the machine into our production process.“
— Rich Mikuta, Smith & Wesson Engineer

“DATRON’s service team is the best. They always follow through, go above and beyond, and  
exceed my expectations. Their service manager is my new best friend! We love DATRON milling 
machines!”
— David Williams, Mechanical Designer, Catalent Pharma Solutions

Online at:  
www.datron.com/about/customers.php
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DATRON Dynamics, Inc. 
115 Emerson Road 
Milford, NH 03055

Phone.: 603.215.5850
www.datron.com

The information in this brochure contains current descriptions or 
performance features which are subject to change due to further 
development of the products. Some product images might include 
optional components. The descriptions and performance features 
are binding only if they are expressly agreed in writing at the time 
of conclusion of the contract.

DATRON Dynamics West 
6255 Southfront Road
Livermore, CA 94551

Who to Call?
Service at 603.215.5870:

 Machine issue

 Machine needs calibration

  Need a spindle replacement

  Part replacement

  Probe needs calibration

  Minor programming questions

  Help with control software

603.215.5870

Customer Service at 603.215.5880:

 Training / advanced training

 Schedule maintenance

  Preventative maintenance contract

  Purchase accessories

  Machine rebuild / retrofit

  Order cutting tools

  CAD/CAM programming

603.215.5880

 Complex programming questions

 Process optimization

  Custom workholding

  Automation integration

  Application engineering


